
"You get recessions, you have stock market declines. If you don't understand that's going to happen, then you're not ready, you 
won't do well in the markets." - Peter Lynch - Fidelity

Drawdowns:  Seismic events in Investment markets 

As participants in the investment economy we’re always trying to get a handle on ‘risk’ – that most elusive and intangible of 
investment terms.  To some investors risk equals loss of capital, to others it means volatility.  And it can be extended:  the risk of 
not meeting financial goals, the risk of picking the wrong fund manager or following the wrong investment plan.  The point here is 
that there is no singular definition of risk, and in the absence of a convenient definition we should spend our time, as Peter Lynch 
recommends, understanding our investments so that we are prepared when risk ‘happens’.

Capital drawdowns are often seen as ‘risk’s’ torch bearer.  Precipitous declines in capital markets which directly impact the end 
investor – both financially, and psychologically. Looking back through history, drawdowns don’t happen by accident.  The drivers 
of global market crises tend to have common elements:  market valuation, debt, war, human psychology, and more recently:  
computers.

Chart 1:  Capital Drawdowns in equity markets, from peak to trough

Strong equity markets in SA over the past 12 years matched with various global meltdowns have created a national psychology 
that local investing is relatively low risk.  The impetus to take money offshore over this time has been low (although more recently 
it appears this could be changing):  if SA shares can do the job, why do I need to invest in what appears to be a more precarious 
global market? But how relevant is this recent past in gauging the potential for capital drawdowns in our home market?  Looking 
back over the past 40 years tells us a slightly different story:  the JSE has fallen 30% or more on six separate occasions, while global 
developed equities have fallen by this amount only twice, both of which are in recent living memory, and which are now 
embedded in the investment psyche.  This makes rational sense:  South Africa is a less diversified, economically and politically 
sensitive economy with a liquid currency often used opportunistically by global investors.  A recipe for drawdown risk if ever there 
was one.
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What can we make of this disparate view where global investing is perceived as higher risk than SA?  Well firstly, there may be 
some truth to it.  With the rise of global investing (as opposed to domestic investing), capital markets increasingly ‘move as one’ 
and contagion effects create additional pressure on prices through the ‘risk on/risk off’ trade (South Africa, as you would 
imagine, gets punished in the risk off trade: the derisking of global investment portfolios).  Market momentum is also increasingly 
driven by computers where mathematical trading programs automatically trigger sell orders if certain metrics are breached.  This 
was spectacularly evidenced in the “flash crash” of 2010 where US markets fell almost 10%, and recovered, within 36 minutes.

Drawdowns also don’t just apply to equities.  Listed global real estate fell by over 60% during the sub-prime crisis (2008/2009), 
and South African Bonds have experienced a 60% loss from 1947 which took over 50 years to recover. 

Chart 2:  Maximum drawdowns per asset class in Rands

Drawdowns can happen to currencies too – particularly the Rand.  It’s a currency which weakens quicker than it recovers.  For 
local investors the depreciating rand tends to dampen drawdowns (offshore investment returns are boosted by a depreciating 
currency, when measured in rands).  

A capital drawdown in itself is a paper loss – this only becomes a realized loss if the investor reacts to the negative sentiment and 
psychology and acts on the event, selling when markets are weak.  The unfortunate payoff here is that in most cases this action is 
too late and losses are already material, and to compound matters the same investor misses the rebound, when the market 
corrects.  But that is an oversimplification – in reality market drawdowns can take months and even years to attain the same 
levels they had reached prior to the crash.

What can we do as investors?  One element we can control – the only ‘free lunch’ in investing – is diversification.  Market crashes 
happen indiscriminately no matter where you are on the globe or which asset class you are invested in.  Diversification across 
asset classes, regions and currencies helps to isolate investors from a seismic event which can have a material impact on wealth 
and lifestyle.  
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The second element we can control is our own investment behavior.  Avoiding negative reactions during times of market stress 
can help protect savings in the majority of cases.

How likely is a severe capital drawdown today?  Well the basic conditions are there:  high valuations, national debt, declining 
earnings in many markets, political risk (eg Russia), psychology (investor awareness that valuations are overdone) and the 
newcomers:  the flash traders with their computers.  This is not to say a drawdown is imminent, and the same conditions may 
have been present in many years of good market returns.  In reality we can’t predict these events, but we can be positioned for 
them in how we build portfolios and how we deal with risk when it happens.
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